STATES OPPOSE UNCONSTITUTIONAL GUN BANS

Friends,

Who said that nothing good could come from Anti-Gun hysteria following a tragic event? Tragedy strikes and the anti-gun forces overreact - in this case overreacting in the extreme. In this case there is significant push back against the anti-gun proposals. The initial emotional reaction to “do something”, like banning guns burns hot but fast. The logical defense to that comes a bit slower, but being based on facts that can be supported, runs longer and gains strength as time goes on. Such as;

“Following Wyoming’s lead, lawmakers in Texas, South Carolina, Tennessee, Indiana, and other states all filed similar nullification legislation designed to put the federal government in its place on the gun rights issue. Legislators say that with the increasingly out-of-control federal government running wild and threatening to restrict the constitutionally guaranteed rights of citizens, it is time for states to take action and re-assert their sovereignty.”

Below is one of many articles explaining one such very strong pro-gun (pro liberty) reaction. Wyoming began this latest round of 10th Amendment states rights push back against federal intrusion. Last year it started in Montana where the state legislators adopted firearm legislation protecting locally manufactured firearms, and now Wyoming has picked up that theme. A new bill submitted in the opening hours of the 2013 state legislative session proposes a new Wyoming law that would make it a crime for anyone to attempt to enforce any ordinance that was contrary to the US Constitution or the Wyoming State Constitution. Several states have joined in that action - Texas, Missouri and others, as listed below as of one day ago. Too many are jumping on too quickly even attempt to keep a current list, one that will be outdated tomorrow.

If I had to guess I would think that there would be more than a dozen such state laws proposed in the next few weeks. They will all be heartland states, in the inter-mountain west and the plains. Clearly New York and Maryland will NOT be taking this tact. They are already acting in opposition to it.

Read the first part of just one article on this (snipped for length - web link attached), or just search the web for similar stories.

Then take action by writing your local representatives supporting their actions if similar or urging them to support our Constitution and freedom.

Bob Culver
Presently in Wyoming but still fighting for freedom.
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Written by Alex Newman
<http://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/constitution/item/14273-states-aim-to-nullify-obama-gun-control>

States Aim to Nullify Obama Gun Control

Across America, state lawmakers, governors, attorneys general, sheriffs, and other officials are promising to protect the gun rights of citizens in their jurisdictions in the face of the most aggressive assault on the Second Amendment in generations. Indeed, as the Obama administration’s unconstitutional agenda becomes increasingly transparent — backed by some Democrats and much of the establishment media — resistance to further infringements on the right to keep and bear arms is exploding nationwide.
Numerous bills have already been introduced in state legislatures, for example, that would nullify unconstitutional federal gun control and even criminalize enforcement of such lawless restrictions. Texas, Wyoming, Missouri, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Iowa, and other states are considering nullification legislation in the wake of Obama’s recent push to enact gun control by executive decree and proposals sent to Congress. Other states are expected to join soon, and many have already adopted laws in recent years protecting guns made and kept within their jurisdictions from federal regulations.